**LOCATION**
Brookfield Road, David Avenue, E Maiden Avenue, Jerry Lee Drive, Jolliff Court, Kirbyhaigh Circle, Lynbrook Court, Lynbrook Drive, Maldin Avenue, Nancy Court, Nancy Drive, Rankin Avenue, Rankin Court, Tarpon Court, Tarpon Place, Webb Court and Winstead Court.

**PROJECT INFORMATION**
Microsurfacing streets with a thin layer of asphalt will extend the life of the existing pavement.

**SCOPE OF WORK**
Pavement Sealant

**PROJECT STATUS**
Construction Scheduled

**PROJECT SCHEDULE**
Start date: April 3, 2019
Completion date: Late April 2019 (weather permitting)

**PROJECT COST**
$145,000

**CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS/TRAFFIC**
- Watch for “No Stopping/No Parking” signs.
- Flyers will be placed on vehicles parked on the street 24 hours in advance. Vehicles will be towed, at owner’s expense, if not moved before 7:00 A.M. on the day work begins.

**NEIGHBORHOOD CIVIC LEAGUE**
- North Camellia Acres Civic League

---

**PROJECT INFORMATION**

**PROJECT MANAGER**
Eric Berger, Public Works
eric.berger@norfolk.gov
757-823-4039

**CONSTRUCTION MANAGER**
Melinda Hunter, Public Works
melinda.hunter@norfolk.gov
757-823-4060

**CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR**
Slurry Pavers

**CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR**
Jorge Muniz, Public Works
jorge.muniz@norfolk.gov
757-705-1892

---
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